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       Articles from the Archives – July Edition! 
 
Welcome back to “Articles from the Archives!”  As IPEC-Americas 30th 
Anniversary countdown continues, this month’s edition will highlight a few of the 
special events that occurred over the summer, over the years.  
 
Announced in Summer 1996 newsletter: 
TriPEC COMMENTS TO ICH ON RESIDUAL SOLVENTS 
 
IPEC-Americas, IPEC-Europe, and JPEC have filed comments with their 
respective ICH members concerning a draft ICH guideline for limiting excipient 
solvent residuals. 
 
The IPEC-Americas effort was directed by Dr. Marshall Steinberg (Hercules Inc.) 
who chaired a special committee that included P.J. Bonasia (Merck & Co.), J.A. 
Carlan (FMC Corp.), S.A. Goode (Dow Chemical), J.C. Griffiths (ISP), F.K. 
Kinoshita (Hercules), A. Loper (Merck Research), D.B. Mitchell (Proctor & 
Gamble), G.Y. Moore (Hercules/Aqualon),  A.E. Morrow (B.F. Goodrich), D.R. Schoneker 
(Colorcon), C. Tamulinas (3M Pharmaceuticals), and E. Winkelman (SmithKline Beecham).  T.E. 
Digan, Esq. of the Akin, Gump law firm in Washington, D.C. provided legal counsel. 
 
Prior to submitting final comments, the special committee had an informal exchange of ideas and 
views with the secretary of the ICH Expert Working Group, FDA team leaders for chemistry and 
pharmacology, and the directors of the FDA Offices of New Drug Chemistry I and II. 
The ICH working group is desirous of submitting a final guideline to the national health authorities 
and other ICH members by mid-1997.   
 
Announced in Fall 1997 newsletter:  
 
THREE IPEC UNITS AGREE TO CREATE INTERNET SITES   
 
During the July 14-15, 1997 meetings in Brussels, the three organizations that comprise IPEC; 
IPEC-Americas, IPEC Europe and JPEC (Japan), agreed to establish a common IPEC homepage 
on PharmWeb and subsidiary sites for each of the three units.  PharmWeb, based in the United 
Kingdom, already is host to a number of important governmental and pharmaceutical industry 
institutions and groups.  These include the World Health Organization, the European Medicines 
Evaluation Agency, the International Conference on Harmonization, and the International Federation 
of Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Associations. 
 
David Schoneker of Colorcon has agreed to lead the IPEC-Americas effort to create a managed 
website for future access by members and non-members.  Plans also are underway to develop a 
directory of members’ Internet addresses as a supplement to the existing IPEC-Americas telephone 
and fax directory.   
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Announced in Fall 1997 newsletter: 
TriPEC AND PDG REPRESENTATIVES MEEET IN BRUSSELS 
The ongoing effort to harmonize pharmaceutical excipient monographs in major pharmacopeias 
(USP, EP, and JP) was examined closely during a July 13, 1997 meeting in Brussels.  Attending 
were representatives of the three compendia, informally called the “Pharmacopeial Discussion 
Group” (PDG), plus IPEC officials from the United States, Europe and Japan. 
 
A number of important decisions were reached during the meeting: 

• The USP agreed to provide IPEC with a summary status report on priority excipients that 
would include any points of conflict between pharmaceutical monographs and remaining 
issues to be resolved. 

• A system was devised whereby the lead pharmacopeia for a specific monograph would ask 
its regional IPEC affiliate to coordinate communication and exchange of data into the 
pharmacopeia from industry and other outside sources.  TriPEC representatives asked that 
PDG members promote the TriPEC information gathering role to their individual compendial 
constituencies. 

• The TriPEC agreed to provide the compendia with unified TriPEC positions where such 
positions were indicated and appropriate. 

• The TriPEC offered to compile a list of important excipients not yet included in any of the 
three pharmacopeias.   

• The TriPEC agreed to begin developing unified monographs to present to the PDG for 
individual consideration. 
 

The TriPEC members urged European and Japanese pharmacopeial representatives to consider 
adopting systems similar to that proposed recently for new NF monographs.  The USP plan allows 
an excipient monograph to be proposed for inclusion in NF on the basis of publication in another 
compendia and precedence of use.  
  
The USP proposed holding a third open conference on excipients in late 1998 at a U.S. site, 
provided there is substantial assistance from IPEC to develop a suitable program.  IPEC-Americas 
representatives agreed to consider this proposal. 
 
Announced in Summer 1998 newsletter: 
IPEC GMP GUIDE ATTRACTING WORLDWIDE ATTENTION 
 
Following publication of Dr. Arthur Falk’s recent guest editorials in trade journals on qualification of 
excipient vendors, IPEC offices in the United States and the Netherlands have been peppered with 
requests for information on availability of the various in process guidelines.  A majority of questions 
received to date have concerned the GMP Audit Guideline, although calls about the planned 
program for third-party certification of excipient vendors are running a close second. 
 
Surprisingly, a number of U.S. company inquiries have been from other units of divisions of IPEC-
Americas member firms.  Copies of the April 1998 audit guideline draft are sent to these callers.  
Other U.S. companies, however, are told that the audit guide is not yet publicly available.   
Requests from European companies are referred to IPEC-Europe, which is developing its own GMP 
audit guide checklist.  The U.S. version, which presently is being evaluated by IPEC-Americas 
member companies, is more detailed and is set forth in an auditing format, arranged in the sequence 
followed in a typical GMP audit.  Questions presented are followed by citations to the specific 
subsection in the IPEC Good Manufacturing Practices guide for Bulk Pharmaceutical Excipients 
upon which the question is based. 
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The IPEC-Americas GMP Audit Guideline was developed by the Good Manufacturing Practices 
Committee. The Committee is chaired by Dr. Sidney A. Goode, Issues Manager for Health and 
Environmental Regulatory Affairs, the Dow Chemical Company. Other member companies 
represented on the Committee include Colorcon, Capsugel, B.F. Goodrich, FMC, Nutrilite, ISP, 
Merck, Penwest Pharmaceuticals, and Warner-Lambert. 
 
Once initial IPEC-Americas member company evaluation of the audit guide is complete, the GMP 
Committee and the Executive Committee will discuss further steps to publicize and promote the 
guide’s usefulness to FDA, international regulatory bodies and to pharmaceutical manufacturers and 
excipient producers worldwide.  Public access to the IPEC-Americas Audit Guideline is expected in 
late 1998.  Availability of other guidelines related to vendor qualification is planned for 1999. 
 
Announced in July 2008 newsletter: 
FOURTH IPEC ASSOCIATION IS NOW OFFICIAL 
 
IPEC-Americas is pleased to announce that IPEC Association China Limited received its Certificate 
of Incorporation from the Hong Kong register of Companies on July 21, 2008.  Its initial steering 
committee will include representatives from the China Center for Pharmaceutical International 
Exchange (CCPIE), the Dow Chemical Company, Evonik, Pfizer and Colorcon.  Mr. Nevin Cheng of 
Colorcon will be the new association’s first Chairman. 
 
IPEC Association (China) Limited or IPEC China as it will be called internally, becomes the fourth 
IPEC association worldwide, joining IPEC-Americas (1991), IPEC Europe (1992), and JPEC (1993).  
Among IPEC China’s initial goals will be to translate existing published IPEC guidance into Chinese 
and to work with State Food and Drug Association (SFDA) officials to present a day-long excipient 
control strategy seminar at a planned November ChinaPharm Conference that will be attended by 
governments and industry representatives. 
 
Membership in IPEC China will be limited to international companies doing business in China and a 
dues structure for eligible members will be announced shortly. 
 
On July, 2009 – newsletter announced IPEC’s debut appearance on LINKED IN 
If you’re currently a member of “Linked In”, the professional networking social site please be sure to 
join the IPEC-Americas Group.  We are looking to increase our visibility to others within our industry 
and hope to use this forum as an additional way to reach out to potential members.  
“What is ‘linked in’?  Linked In is an interconnected network of experienced professionals from 
around the world, representing 170 industries and 200 countries.  You can find, be introduced to, 
and collaborate with qualified professionals that you need to work with to accomplish your goals.”  
 
Be sure to register now for the 30th Anniversary Celebration that will take place in conjunction with 
the Excipient World Conference & Expo at the Gaylord National Harbor in the Washington Metro 
area September 27 – 29, 2021.   
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